
POLLUTION IN MUMBAI

The GAIA air quality monitoring stations are using high-tech laser particle sensors to measure in real-time PM pollution,
which is one of the most harmful air.

Use cycle or walk. About  Any place requires wind to push whatever is locally created. In the month of
December, temperatures dropped in the city but pollutants remained trapped in the atmosphere. The pendulum
of pollution continues but since Mumbai is surrounded by water on three sides, the wind reversal is higher as
compared to, say, a city like Delhi. Anyone in the know particularly dreads particulate matter in the air
because this pollutant is small enough to surge towards the lungs and cause health ailments such as lung
cancer. Citizens, however, cough in response. If our city is not polluted let us try to maintain that, if it is
polluted let us try to decrease that. While emissions from industries and power plants remained the major
cause at  When the winds are light, pollution remains suspended and we inhale it. Anonymous on Oct 14, :
Noise polution at the highest in Muslim masjid areas. The BMC works as an agent of the state. Civic bodies
can play a big role here, but the role municipal corporations play in mitigation, is not clear to anyone. When
this happens, even a coastal city like Mumbai cannot remain dependent on its lofty winds, but looks forward to
efficient governance and reforms to tackle the pollution problem at a systemic level. This state of streets,
should surely be improved. Supreme Court pass an order for navratri Diwali etc functions which comes once a
year for a few dys but still we follow the ruling. Even by those standards, air pollution in all Indian cities,
including Mumbai, is formidable. The municipal body, for instance, asked a bakery in the city to move to
eco-friendly options or risk closure only after it was directed to do so by the MPCB. While the centre might
have released its National Clean Air Programme, which merely deals with monitoring air pollution, there are
hardly any steps being taken for implementation on ground. Emissions from industries and power plants,
biofuels, transportation and suspended dust were apportioned. Toothless Tigers Ironically, the centre released
a National Clean Air Programme NCAP with a focus on cities, even though city governments have no power
to take any decisions regarding air quality. Anonymous on Feb 06, : the corrupt fails and f-a-i-l-s absolutely in
times of crisis. PRERIT on Mar 06, : Yeh I agree completely Mumbai is the worst place to live in absolutely
inert local govt absolutely inert I tell u the ground realities its like apply apply absolutely no reply I am living
in kandivali west lalji pada area its very much dissatisfying why bcoz the concerned authorities are irrecptive
unresponsive particularly in the area of noise pollution the worst take my words numbeo even among the
pollution the noise pollution is the most painful and now it pinches in reality especially during the local
festivals and the election time and during rest time even during the night it comes from mosque and masjid the
ground reality of Mumbai is worse. Dont think one cannot do any thing. The exact role that a municipal
corporation can play in mitigating air pollution is unclear.


